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Trade Barriers
Some Historical and
Constitutional Considerationst
By JOSEPH 0. JANOUSEK*
"Instead of one frontier between the United States and the rest
of the world-as was clearly the intent of the Constitution-we bid
fair soon to have forty-eight new frontiers, one for every State, raised
against every other State as well as against all the rest of the world."
In these words James Harvey Rogers writing in Harpers' describes a
state of affairs that is visibly a matter of both legal and economic importance. Federal bureaus, State governments and numerous individual
agencies presently seek measures that will remove these obstacles to free
trade among the States and prevent a further spread of the mischief.
The origin of the practice, its historical significance and some of the more
outstanding legal ramifications are of more than passing interest to those
whose interests extend beyond purely intrastate limits.
The depression years have projected upon the national scene
economic problems of major importance. Not least among them have
been those arising out of increased budgetary requirements of State
governments, to assume responsibility and provide relief for the unemployed and other dependents of the community whose plight makes
some form of public assistance necessary. In addition to public treasuries,
individual enterprise, no longer able to withstand the blow of repeated
financial reverses and the burden of increased taxation, has sought new
sources of revenue. The search in both instances appears to have uncovered at least a temporary expedient in a form of local protectionism
that has come to be classified, rather generally, as "trade barriers."
The trade barrier is not an unusual device but because of the nature
and plurality of its manifestations it does not easily adapt itself to a
precise and all inclusive definition. In its most conventional form a
trade barrier may be partially defined as a law, regulation or method
imposed by one State against products, goods or labor grown, manufactured or originating in another State, the objective of which is to
reduce competition thereby giving an advantage to articles or labor of
local origin. This definition, while general in nature and patently deficient, covers a majority of the situations that have arisen. Within
these rather sweeping terms are intended to fall tariffs, both protective
and for revenue, as well as those superficially innocuous measures that
have been ingeniously devised to come within the apparent letter of
our constitutional law, but whose purposes in reality extend beyond.
tCourtesy of District of Columbia Bar Association Journal.
*Of the District of Columbia Bar.
'"From State Rights to State Autarchy," Harpers, November, 1938.
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The definition is not intended to include those necessary measures resorted to by the States in the proper protection of their people or in the
lawful regulation of their internal affairs.
Although it would prove impractical to specify the many individual laws constituting trade barriers, it may be of interest to isolate
a number of those that predominate.
MOTOR VEHICLES
The tendency in recent years to closely regulate the flow of vehicular
traffic on the highways, especially in the phase that involves the interstate transportation of merchandise by motor carrier, provides, perhaps,
the most severe burden on trade between the States. It is obviously constitutional and within the right of a State to prescribe minimum safety
standards that must be maintained by trucks traveling within its political
boundaries. It is also considered lawful for a State to exact a reasonable tax from interstate motor carriers for the use of her roads. However, measures designed to restrict the flow of interstate traffic by the
imposition of endless and annoying regulations, the principal purpose
of which is to discourage the movement of vehicles bearing foreign
products, are certainly alien to the spirit of Federal unity. These tactics
are, nevertheless, frequently employed.
Laws burdening interstate transportation generally exist in the
form of registration requirements, taxation on mileage or gross receipts,
and weight restrictions. In many cases common and contract carriers
are subjected to the authority of State vehicle or public service commissions where the imposition of administrative regulations offer discouraging obstructions to those whose activity is interstate in scope.
A statute in a single State, when considered alone, will not always
reveal the broad effect such laws have on an interstate system. It must
be borne in mind that a carrier doing an extensive interstate business
will have to comply with the laws of all States through which its trucks
must travel and thus the individual laws must be considered in a cumulative aspect. Where the carrier must meet excessive registration fees and
mileage taxes in successive States through which its vehicles pass, the
hardship imposed is readily apparent.
The following quotation taken from a recent report clearly presents a partial picture of the condition:
"Seven States grant no reciprocity to commercial vehicles of other States.
And, while reciprocity in one form or another is provided for in the laws of
the remaining 41 States, only 9 States grant complete reciprocity as to all fees.
The 32 States granting partial reciprocity range all the way from almost complete reciprocity to reciprocity on a very limited basis. It should also be noted
that the benefits of reciprocity decrease as the distance between the reciprocating
States increases. Furthermore, the statutes do not reveal to what extent reciprocity is
actually put into practice. It would be necessary to examine the orders of the administrative agencies enforcing the laws, in order to ascertain the real situation.
"Taxes on trucks which enter a State, not subject to reciprocity, are often
.heavy and usually increase sharply with the size of the truck. For a 5-ton
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truck, for example, taxes vary from $30 in Illinois to $400 in Alabama and
Georgia. As an example of the cost to an interstate trucker it is interesting to
note that such trucker traveling from Alabama to South Carolina (ignoring the
extra fees if a trailer is involved) would be required to pay $400 in Alabama,
$400 in Georgia and $300 in South Carolina on a 5- to 6-ton truck, or a total
of $1,100. In some States it is possible for interstate trucks to pay a mileage
tax in lieu of registration charges, but these are often higher for interstate than
for intrastate vehicles.''2

Under their authority to maintain safety practically all of the
States have passed laws regulating weight, length and width of trucks,
as well as the number and position of lights, and similar requirements.
In many instances it is quite obvious that the requirements go beyond
the bounds of reasonableness and are intended to be a source of harassment to discourage the "foreign" carrier.
The classic illustration, often referred to, involves an Iowa melon
grower who set out for St. Louis with a truck load of cantaloupes and
being stopped by a highway patrol at Mount Pleasant, Iowa, comUpon reaching his
plied with an order to install "three green lights."
destination, however, he was greatly disturbed to discover that his compliance with the Iowa regulation was in complete discord with the laws
of Missouri, where the authorities severely reprimanded him and ordered
immediate removal of the lights. Presumably the "three green lights"
were necessarily reinstalled before the truck could lawfully return to its
point of origin.
There are now virtually forty-eight "highway codes" that present
a confusing array to all who conduct an interstate trucking business,
while obviously the intrastate carrier, who seldom ventures outside of
his State boundaries, need have little, if any, concern for the problems
Such conditions do not seem to come
of his "foreign" competitors.
within the broad purpose of the commerce clause.
PORTS OF ENTRY
Under the guise of a lawful exercise of police power, the port of
entry principle has flourished as a convenient expedient for the enforcement of vehicular regulation, and inspection and quarantine laws.
In 1934 the State of Kansas passed a law establishing ports of
entry for the purpose of requiring the registration and inspection of all
trucks operating for hire. On vehicles operating for hire a complete
inspection was required. Ton mile taxes were also imposed and collected by the port authorities.
One's immediate reaction to the system as applied to
trucking is
not entirely unfavorable for it is reasonable to demand of the interstate
operator fees for the use of roads maintained at State expense. From a
financial point of view, however, records show that it has been a highly
profitable venture for the State, and, bearing in mind the ultimate pur'From "Barriers to Trade Between States,"
Survey of the Works Progress Administration.

prepared by the Marketing Laws
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pose of the commerce clause, let us briefly consider what the result has
been.
Shortly after the Kansas measure appeared, Nebraska retaliated
by establishing ports of entry for the control of petroleum-a product
in commerce to which Kansas is a sizeable contributor. Oklahoma also
quickly enacted similar measures. In another section of the United States,
Maine enacted a law creating ports of entry for the enforcement of its
motor vehicle code, and Delaware, observing the imminent hazard,
replied with a defensive gesture by setting up a port of entry law to be
effective if similar laws were adopted by two or more adjoining States.
Plainly, one may not always ascribe as the primary purpose of
all regulations administered under the port of entry a wilful desire to
discriminate against outside sources of supply. Nevertheless, many of
the tactics employed have a rather serviceable nuisance value that helps
to depress interstate shipments and appreciably diminish the out-of-State
competition. In some cases the real purposes of the statutes are ill concealed as, for example, where the State imposes a higher annual license
tax, or ton mile tax, on vehicles conducting interstate operations.
The constitutionality of some of these measures is doubtful. Others,
while clearly offensive, appear able to withstand constitutional attacks
with impunity by reason of artful drafting that places them beyond the
pale of the Court's power to question. It is quite evident that in all
States where the regulations have been supplemented by the port of
entry, as a means of enforcement, the free flow of commerce between
States has been interfered with in a major degree.
INSPECTION AND QUARANTINE
Under the heading of inspection and quarantine laws, as applied
to food products, the open desire of several of the States to favor home
grown commodities is somewhat more apparent.
A quarantine law may function in two different ways-first, as
a legitimate means of controlling the possible spread of disease and
insects and, secondly, as an obstruction that effectively operates to exclude commodities produced outside of a State. When viewing a quarantine measure objectively, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between the functions. Consequently, and because of the broad authority of a State to protect the welfare of its citizens, the discriminatory
feature is difficult to displace. Generally certain facts surrounding the
use of inspection and quarantine measures assist in exhibiting their dual
capacity for good and evil.
It has been found in States growing citrus fruits that quarantine
measures have been adopted by individual States-and properly so-to exclude the citrus products of adjoining States, thereby preventing
the spread of plant disease. Investigating this a step further, however,
it will also be discovered that the quarantine is continued long after the
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danger of plant disease has passed, and that it is alternately enforced
or discontinued, depending upon the ability of home growers to adequately supply domestic market demands. Thus the merits of the law
become subservient to its less desirable feature of protectionism, and at
the same time the whole procedure continues to damage national
economic welfare.
Occasionally one of these laws so clearly exposes its motives and
at the same time so boldly violates constitutional prohibitions, that it
is possible for the Supreme Court to quickly deprive it of validity.
When, several years past, the State of Minnesota added to its statutes
a requirement that all meat distributed within the State would have
to be inspected within 24 hours after slaughter, which clearly prevented
the sale of out-of-State meat, the Court held the law a burden on interstate commerce, and accordingly unconstitutional. 3 For the one example
cited, however, there are scores of laws that have since arisen and create
an equally oppressive burden on commerce, but which are not subject to
such sure detection by the Court. The sacredness of State rights of regulation is sometimes a shield worked to damaging extremes.
DAIRY PRODUCTS
A section of the New York Milk Act provided that prices, as fixed
by the Act, extended to the whole milk supply, including that part
produced outside of New York. The Supreme Court, through the case
of Baldwin v. Seelig 4 declared this provision unconstitutional as a direct
burden on interstate commerce. The decision has been a landmark in
the field of dairy products and Mr. Justice Cardozo, sensing the rising
trend toward economic isolation on the part of the States, emphasized
the desire of the Court to check the practice.
Despite the beneficial effect of this decision the condition has by
no means been entirely corrected.
In the matter of dairy products, inspection laws, licensing and
registration requirements are again employed to achieve domestic preference. In almost all of the States the inspection of fluid milk and milk
products is required. In many States the statute demands inspection
at the source of supply. A milk control board, by arbitrarily fixing
the limits within which the required inspection will be made, may easily
confine the purchase of milk to any desired range. Refusal to send inspectors beyond the established limits is often justified by a plea of lack
'Minnesota t. Barber, 136 U. S. 313, 34 L. Ed. 455, 10 S. Ct. 862.
'Baldwin v. G. A. F. Seelig, 294 U. S. 511, 83 L. Ed. 991, 59 S. Ct. 1002:
"It is the established doctrine of this Court that a State may not in any form, or under
any guise, directly burden the prosecution of interstate business. * * * If New York,
in order to promote the economic welfare of her farmers, may guard them against
competition with the cheaper prices of Vermont, the door has been opened to rivalries
and reprisals that were meant to be averted by subjecting commerce between the States
to the power of a nation."
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of funds. The State of Connecticut prohibits inspections, except in case
of emergency or shortage, to extend beyond the natural milk shed.
The State milk control boards, by the issuance of administrative
regulations may further the discrimination against the out-of-State ,dairy
farmer. Apropos of this possibility the following quotation is of interest:
"All milk dealers must be licensed under the milk control laws of most of
the States. To secure such a license and to keep it, distributors must conform
to numerous rulings and requirements of the State milk control board. In many
States a dealer's license may be refused or revoked for action 'demoralizing to
price structure.'
It is claimed by dealers in certain States that the milk board
puts effective pressure upon them to decrease or at least not to increase their outof-State purchases of fluid milk. Such charges would be difficult to prove, but
the powers of the milk boards are often so broad and include such wide areas
of administrative discretion that there is a clear possibility that their authority
might be so used. To the extent that State boards do use their powers in this way,
appreciable hindrance to interstate trade may result.'

It is not possible to discuss the many manifestations of trade
barrier legislation in the present article. Use and compensation taxes,
preferences for home labor and enterprise, and similar measures are also
contributors to the new dilemma. The foregoing examples, it is hoped,
will serve to illustrate the practice, at least partially, and a brief reference
to some of the constitutional aspects may be of interest.
HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE COMMERCE CLAUSE
The commerce clause, obviously a measure premised on prophetic
apprehension, was included in the Constitution to prevent an injudicious
use of local favoritism by the States in their enthusiasm to advance
domestic interests. The present tendency to guard too jealously the welfare of local endeavor to the exclusion and injury of national interests
bears not even the distinction of originality.
The calling of the Constitutional Convention in 1786 was in
part due to a similar economic rivalry that had its inception during the
colonial period. The Articles of Confederation had failed to stem
the growing drift toward interstate tariffs and this, coupled with an instinctive hate for any form of centralized authority, found the Federal
Government but a mere figurehead lacking the power to enforce measures
that would restore free trade among the States.
As early as 1785 George Washington had observed in a letter to
James Warren of Massachusetts that "the confederation appears to me
to be little more than a shadow without a substance, and Congress a
nugatory body, their ordinances being little attended to."6 The Articles
of Confederation, in failing to provide the Federal Government with
"'Barriers to Internal Trade in Farm Products," a special report to the Secretary
of Agriculture, prepared by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S. Department
of Agriculture. This publication treats the problem, as it exists in relation to farm
products, most comprehensively.
'From Sparks' Edition of Washington's Writings, Vol. 9, p. 139.
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adequate control over commerce, had supplied a powerful argument to
the determined group then shaping the destiny of our Nation. It was
insisted that the sole remedy rested in the calling of a constitutional
convention. Economic conditions at the time left little question as to
the logic and timeliness of this asseveration.
Among the occupations pursued by the people, agriculture then
predominated and commercial channels were occupied principally by
a flow of farm commodities. A number of the less powerful States,
gripped by a fear that an equality in commercial intercourse would inevitably lead to their domination by the stronger surrounding States,
immediately sought a balance. In the fallacious belief that protective
tariffs offered a solution, several of the States enacted laws excluding
agricultural and industrial commodities produced in adjoining States.
Retaliation by the States affected quite naturally led to the prevalence
of similar measures. Before long these legal barriers had functioned so
effectively and had so undermined commercial activity that the economic7
structure of the Nation wavered threateningly on the verge of collapse.
Alarm mounted. With the aid of James Madison a constitutional
convention was arranged to meet at Annapolis in 1786. The fruit of
the Annapolis assembly was a report recommending that a second convention be held at Philadelphia on May 14, 1787.
In the course of the extensive debates that developed our charter
of government at the later convention, frequent were the declarations
insisting that Federal control in matters of commerce was a thing of
vital necessity. The evolution of the commerce clause is a permanent
tribute to the accuracy of that view. By conferring upon Congress
authority to regulate national commerce it was assumed that the States
would be permanently restrained in any future attempt to imprudently
raise barriers, and that the offensive spectre of State jealousies would
consequently be forever banished.
THE POWER OF CONGRESS
During nearly half a century following the adoption of the Constitution, but little congressional action was required in so far as the
necessity to regulate commerce was concerned. 8 It was also discovered
that for many years the mere presence of the commerce clause within the
Constitution exercised an influence alone sufficient to restrain the States
from enacting laws manifesting discriminatory characteristics.
The interpretation of the power thus entrusted to Congress was
in later times a troublesome duty for the Courts in many instances. Its
application to particular situations of fact under varying conditions has
'The Framing of the Constitution, by Max Farrand (1913), p. 7.
'Outside of certain acts passed in 1790 and 1793, whereby Congress undertook
to supervise particular phases of commerce by water, the power lay in a dormant state
until the passage of the Interstate Commerce Act in 1887.
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given the commerce clause a somewhat faceted profile. In the sense of
application, it will, apparently, forever retain certain unpredictable
qualities.
Chief Justice Marshall, through the famed case of Gibbons v.
Ogden,9 in addition to pointing out that the authority of Congress is
complete and plenary, laid down the rule that in respect of commerce
by water, the Federal power is as well exclusive.
Unfortunately, the evolution of the Federal power as it pertains
to inland commerce had not been similarly simple and distinct. The
cases reveal that subsequent to Gibbons v. Ogden the Supreme Court
found it difficult to adopt a consistent view respecting the exclusiveness
of the Federal power to regulate commerce by land.' 0 There had been
no definite determination as to whether the mere grant of authority to
the Federal Government had by its own force operated to completely
divest the States of all power in the premises or on the other hand,
whether the States retained control where Congress had failed to occupy
the field. It remained for the case of Cooley v. The Port Wardens,"' decided in 1852, to settle the question by establishing the doctrine that
prevails today.
Briefly, the rule may be said to exist as follows: The power of
Congress to regulate foreign and interstate commerce is both absolute
and exclusive: the States retain the right to exercise exclusive control
over commerce carried on within their territorial boundaries unless such
purely intrastate commerce is so related to, and so affects and burdens
interstate commerce as to require Federal regulation in the protection of
the latter.'2 Finally, the third field embraces that aura wherein the
States may legislate on matters of local concern-even though the regulations imposed may affect interstate commerce-until such time as
Congress may deem it necessary to act. The right of the States in the
last mentioned classification is premised on the passiveness of Congress
which is considered a tacit declaration that for the time being, and until
Wheaton 1, 6 L. Ed. 23.
1

Brown v. Maryland, 12 Wheaton 419, 6 L. Ed. 678: Wilson v. Blackbird
Creek Co., 2 Pet. 245, 7 L. Ed. 412; New York v. Miln, 11 Pet. 102, 9 L. Ed.
648; License Cases, 5 How. 504, 2 L. Ed. 256: Passenger Cases, 7 How. 283,
12 L. Ed. 702.
'12 How. 299, 13 L. Ed. 996.
""The authority of Congress extends to every part of interstate commerce and to
every instrumentality or agency by which it is carried on: and the full control by
Congress of the subjects committed to its regulation is not to be denied or thwarted
by the commingling of interstate and intrastate operations. This is not to say that the
Nation may deal with the internal concerns of the State, as such, but that the execution
by Congress of its constitutional power to regulate interstate commerce is not limited
by the fact that intrastate transactions may have become so interwoven therewith that
the effective government of the former incidentally controls the latter." Simpson v.
Shepard, 230 U. S. 352, 57 L. Ed. 1511, 335 S. Ct. 729.
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Congress decides to act, matters of local concern may be regulated by
State authority."3

LEGAL JUSTIFICATION
Latitude given the States in the policing of interstate transactions
having a local significance sufficient to.warrant the imposition of local
regulations supplies the source of many impediments.
Laws violating the objectives of constitutional restraint under the
commerce clause are generally brought into being and justified under
four powers which the Constitution clearly reserves to the States. These
are, namely, (1) the power of taxation, (2) the general police power
which the States may invoke in the preservation of health, (3) the
States' general power to impose regulations in the maintenance of public
safety and morals, and (4) certain proprietary powers reserving to the
States the right to conserve natural resources, and the ownership of public
works and property.
State legislatures, it is true, are confined to certain rather well defined limits when enacting laws deriving validity from one of the

powers enumerated.

The Supreme Court has also from time to time

prescribed the extent a State may go in the use of these powers without
usurping the Federal function. Despite constitutional limitations and
the zeal of the Court in enforcing their observance, the complexities of
present day civilization have ushered in countless questionable laws and
regulations supposedly framed for protective and preventative purposes.
The spread of pests and disease, safety on the highways, the prevention
of fraudulent business practices, the influx of poverty-stricken migrants
destined ultimately to swell the list of public dependents, merchandising
schemes employing monopolistic methods, and a myriad of similar
modern problems form the bases for stricter local supervision.
In many instances, perhaps, the laws thus instituted in some
measure serve to curb minor perils and detriments better consigned to
oblivion; but any incidental benefit accruing is far surpassed by the
effect in the majority of cases where the intention, undeniably, is to
"It should be borne in mind that there is, however, a distinction in character
between the subjects on which Congress may fail to legislate. On the one hand,
in matters of local concern, inaction is deemed to be permissive of State legislation,
while on the other, where the subject is strictly interstate in nature, the failure of
Congress to interpose its authority is deemed declaratory of the fact that there shall
be no form of State interference. The principles are clearly enunciated in Bowman v.
Railroad Co., 125 U. S. 507, 8 S. Ct. 689. 31 L. Ed. 700: "Where the subject upon
which Congress can act under its commercial power is local in its nature or sphere of
operation, such as harbor pilotage, the improvement of harbors, the establishment of
beacons and buoys to guide vessels in and out of port * * * and the like, which can
properly be regulated only by special provisions adapted to their localities, the State
can act until Congress interferes and supersedes its authority: but where the subject is
national in its charcater, and admits and requires uniformity of regulation, affecting
alike all the States, such as transportation between the States, including the importation
of goods from one State into another, Congress can alone act upon it and provide
the needed regulations. The absence of any law of Congress on the subject is equivalent
to its declaration that commerce in that matter shall be free."
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exclude the products of other States which, in turn, results in damage
to the Nation in its collective aspect.
In view of the problem presented it may be of some interest if
by way of conclusion brief reference is made to possible solutions.
First, all of the obstructions to commerce are undoubtedly violative of the broad spirit of the Constitution if not in direct conflict with
constitutional prohibitions. In many cases the laws clearly contravene
the restrictions imposed by the commerce clause, and are accordingly unconstitutional. In the latter situation, however, a lack of sufficient interest on the part of those affected oftentimes delays the raising of a
question of constitutionality with the result that the abuse is permitted
to continue until such time as an aggrieved party is willing to cause the
machinery of the courts to function.
Another group of barriers embraces laws which, while an indirect
burden on interstate commerce, cannot be attacked on grounds of unconstitutionality because Congress has not occupied the field involved.
Laws of this nature create a difficult problem as the promulgation of
specific statutes by Congress, to divest the States of local regulatory
authority over this phase of interstate commerce, presents obvious ramifications.
It has been suggested that the creation of a bureau or agency vested
with authority to investigate, make recommendations to Congress, and
possibly initiate action in respect of the offending laws, would supply
at least a partial solution. Even this method of approach would seem
ineffectual against the camouflaged measures previously mentioned.
Perhaps the shortest and most facile method of disposing of the
menace is to be found in the plan of attack adopted by the Council of
State Governments. This body, composed of State executives, has pursued a nation-wide campaign to obtain the co-operation of all the States
in abandoning this type of legislation. Recent reports indicate that
great progress has been made. The 1939 sessions of many of the State
legislatures reveal that the lawmakers have, courageously, either refused
to approve measures exhibiting discriminatory characteristics, or have repealed similar laws already in operation. Through the medium of public education and the continued co-operation of the States, it seems safe
to predict that the condition may be substantilaly corrected within a
reasonable time.
In any event, from both the standpoints of law and economic
regularity it is apparent that the situation is one of more than minor
importance. It is submitted that the full support of the Bar is again
essential and that it will, as in past constructive endeavors, have a
forceful -bearing on the establishment of a permanent and sound commercial policy among the States.
(NOTE) Since the above was prepared we believe that a decision of the Supreme
Court of the State of Arkansas has declared unconstitutional a law taxing gasoline in
out of state automobiles in excess of 20 gallons.
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... ..Legal Institute at Pueblo
April 13 --------------.... . .. ..
- ---- -Board of Governors Meeting (tentative)
April 27 -.-.-.-.-.-.-.-..-.-........-----.----------------- Law Day at the University of Colorado at Boulder
April 27 -------............-.--------.--------Legal Institute at Denver on Taxation (tentative)
April ...--....--------..-----------.... Annual Dinner of the Denver Bar Association (tentative)
May 15 Annual Convention National Lawyers Guild
May 30-June 1------------------------------------- ------ Legal Institute at Alamosa
.--------.....---------.---.Legal Institute at Glenwood Springs (tentative)
June 22 July 20-21 -...-..........---------_----- Institute on Taxation at Boulder with Bogert, Powell.
Rittenhouse and McGuire as lecturers
Annual Meeting, Commissioners on Uniform Laws
Sept. 2 --------Meeting American Bar Association
-Annual
Sept. 9 -----------
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Section on Irrigation Proposed by State Bar; Committee
Created to Formulate Plan of Operation
A section of the Colorado Bar Association on Irrigation is now
being organized according to an announcement made by William R.
Kelly, President of the Association. The formation of sectional activity
within the association is in accordance with the recommendations of the
Executive Committee made in 1938.
In order to develop the frame work of the section, Malcolm Lindsey of Denver has been appointed chairman of a committee to draft
by-laws and set up the machinery of organization. Other members
of the committee are George M. Corlett, Monte Vista; John B. 0'Rourke, Durango; Vena Pointer, Pueblo; Silmon Smith, Grand Junction; and S. R. Stephinson, Fort Morgan.
"Certainly no subject is of more interest in the way of public
service in Colorado than the development of its water law," said
President Kelly in his announcement. "The purpose of this section
is to further the unity of the law as a science, to be to the interest of
the profession in exchange of ideas in this field in which some originality of thought and application is always called for, and to perform
the public obligation of service to the state. Itwill serve for an exchange
of experiences in development of procedure and the protection of water
rights, and I am sure it will be to the benefit of all those who participate.
At the same time, it will serve as a means of getting more considered
action in the way of recommendations by The Colorado Bar Association on matters of legislation and defense of water rights. As it is,
such a committee has often well-developed its problems within the
committee, but when it came to ask for action of the whole bar association, it met with those who had not given a considered vote on what
was being done, and often the recommendation failed because it had
not had sufficient preparation.
"It is intended the section will meet, not only through its committee, but through the members of the section. These meetings can
be in the interim, as well as at the time of the annual convention of The
Colorado Bar Association. I think it well that, in the interim, such
recommendations as are desired in the way of legislation should be
formulated and first presented to the Board of Governors, so that there
will be that much preparation for action, asking approval at annual
membership meetings of The Colorado Bar Association.
"The value of sections is not only in getting together the most
interested members as a group to exchange practical experiences on matters of substantive law and practice. It is also to interest enough other
members so that standard policies may be adopted by the association and
eventually prevail through legislation or otherwise. Sections get to-
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gether in a better way than mere committees groups who are united in
interest and have a desire for action. They are a better means of settlement of differences of opinion within the section by men who know the
subject and have an individual interest in the action proposed. Thereby,
policies can be determined in a way more likely to serve their intended
purpose than can committee recommendations, not endorsed and usually not studied by a great majority of the association members."
The Board of Governors has indicated that it will formulate other
sections within the association if a sufficient interest of members is shown.

Treasurer's Letter to President Reveals State Bar Faces
Deficiency Unless Members Pay Dues
William R. Kelly, President,
The Colorado Bar Association,
Greeley, Colorado.

February 15, 1940

Dear Mr. Kelly:
The following is a revised report showing the status of the
various affiliated associations as respects the payment of dues to the State
Association as of the date of this letter.
r..
IT,,.
Name

Number of
Members

1940 Dues
Are Paid

Denver Bar Ass'n -----------------------------.---.------- 5 6 9

418
31
El Paso County Bar-......
53
First Jud. Dist. Bar ------------- ------------- ----...
.....
..
15
15
Fremont County Bar ......
............................
15
13
Larimer County Bar .......... --------------------------2 5
24
Mesa County Bar -------------------------------------- 2 3
13
M idw estern Bar ------------------.............................24
24
Ninth Jud. Dist. Bar ------------------------------- 16
16
Otero County Bar ------------------------------------- 1 2
7
Pueblo County Bar ----------------------------------- 4 3
24
San Luis Valley Bar
--23
22
Southern Colo. Bar ...........
------------------------- 2 0
15
Southeastern Colo. Bar
--16
14
Southwestern Colo. Bar 22
15
13th Jud. Dist. Bar
.............................
42
32
Weld County Bar ............... ------------------------ 3 9
39
Gen era l -----------------------------.. ... .. ....... ...... .. .... .
8
4
Non-Resident...........
4
3
Boulder County Bar --...

.........
.........
--------3 4
....
....
....
....
....
.... 5 3

1,003
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Our present financial status is as follows:
The balance on hand is $575.00. It is estimated that the ordinary
expenses for the balance of the year will amount to $1,100.00, consisting of $600.00 for the annual report, and $100.00 per month for the
five remaining months of the fiscal year, including February, which
means that we shall have to collect an additional $525.00 in order to
break even.
You will remember that when the Board of Governors met in
December, it was suggested that we might be confronted with the
alternative of raising the dues of the State Association or limiting its
activities. Judging from the article in the January number of Dicta
regarding dues paid in other states, and the present condition of our
finances, it seems to me that our dues should be increased.
The next fiscal year begins July 1, 1940, and, if the dues for next
year are to be raised, action to that end should be taken well in advance
of that date if possible, so that the treasurers of the affiliated associations
may be informed in apt time.
If it is felt that the dues should not be increased, then something
should be done to increase our membership, or to stimulate the payment
of dues (particularly in Denver), or to obtain funds from other sources,
if the program of the reorganized associatioA is to be carried out.
It should not be inferred from the above that the expenses of the
Association are greater than they have been in past years. Our total
expenses for this fiscal year will approximate $3,000.00 as contrasted
with an average of something like $3,350.00 for the three preceding
years. You will also remember that I previously called attention to
the fact that we expended during the last fiscal year approximately
$400.00 of fuands properly allocated to the current year. This fact
is also to be taken into consideration as accounting for a major portion
of our deficiency for this year.
Yours very truly,
EDWARD C. KING, Treasurer.

A special meeting of the Denver Bar Association is investigating
the possibility of extending an invitation to the American Bar Association to meet in Denver during 1941. A formal decision on the matter
will be presented to the association for action as soon as Sam K. Smith,
executive Vice-President of the Tourist & Convention Bureau, is able
to supply the committee with pertinent data.
.Members of the Committee are: Mason Lewis, Chairman; G.
Dexter Blount, Wilbur F. Denious, Stanley Wallbank, Hugh D. Henry,
Frank Fetzer, and S. Arthur Henry, ex-officio.

Report of the Code
Revision Commiffee
By PHILIP S. VAN CISE*
Every major sub-committee has now made its report, and the
main committee commencing February 5th has been meeting on Monday and Thursday nights trying to finish the reports which have been
submitted to date. Monday nights are being devoted to the report of
the Pleadings Committee until that is finished, and Thursday nights
to the other work.
The Forms Committee was unable to function until the Pleadings Committee report was submitted. It is now working on its draft.
Quite a large number of the Rules require further amendment or
additions to cover sections of the Code which have been overlooked.
The present plan of the committee is to finish its rough draft as
near March 1st as possible, then to print one hundred copies for the
use of the committee alone. The committee will then for the first time
have a printed draft of its work. At that time new sub-committees
will be appointed of one man each, to each of whom will be assigned
a few of the drafted rules. Each of these men will select, if he sees fit,
any other lawyers to assist him in his task, and he will then study his
rules, check them for conflicts with the other rules and report back.
It is hoped that the final draft will be ready sometime in July, at
which time, if the officers of the Bar Association are able to raise the
funds, printed copies will be sent to every lawyer in Colorado for their
comments. Following that at least half a day of the program of the
State Bar Association will be devoted to the Code.
The criticisms will then be considered by the committee and the
draft submitted to the Supreme Court, at some date which we hope to
be early in November. Some of the proposed Code will be changes in
substantive law and will have to be adopted by the legislature, but we
are trying to make the Code a complete instrument. The Supreme
Court will be asked to adopt all that is not substantive law, and the
balance will be presented to the legislature in a bill. If both the legislature and the Supreme Court approve the work, the new Code should
go into effect some time about March 1, 1941.
*Of Denver, Chairman of the Committee.
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No Flaws Disclosed in Federal Rules
The Federal rules have disclosed no flaws which will make amendments necessary at this time, declared the Advisory Committee of the
Supreme Court after a year's study of the new rules in operation. The
committee points out in its report that a large number of the states are
now modeling their civil procedure after the federal rules and that in a
few years a uniform practice will be secured all over the nation.
The committee had indicated that while it will modify procedure
where serious defects exist, it will znot make changes which will merely
disturb lawyers and judges. It seems clear from the report that no
amendments can be expected before January 1, 1941.

John Gray, Colorful Pioneer Lawyer, Dies
Death came to John Gray, "the golden voiced orator of Montrose",
at his home on January 23, 1940. Failing health had confined him to
his home in Montrose for nearly a year and a half prior to his death.
Born in White Creek, New York, on March 13, 1841, Gray was
graduated from Law School at Poughkeepsie in 1859, and went to
Atchison, Kansas, soon after receiving his diploma. He served with the
Kansas Militia in the Civil War.
For reasons of health, he was forced to leave Kansas. He then
came to Silverton where he formed a partnership with C. M. Frazier.
This partnership was short lived, and Gray moved on to Montrose.
There he served as district attorney, county attorney and city attorney.
He was also elected mayor of Montrose.
The latter years of his life were saddened by the death of his
youngest child, Theodosia, who was named after Aaron Burr's daughter,
and by the death of a grandscm who was killed in a range war.
Until his last illness Gray was very active in civic enterprises,
although retired from the practice of law approximately fifteen years ago.
He was the author of the Gunnison Tunnel bill, and had served
as counsel in many of the important cases filed in the Montrose area.
Funeral services were held January 25, 1940, at which time C. J.
Moynihan delivered a eulogy in accordance with a promise made many
years ago. The decedent was survived by two daughter, Miss Mary
Olive Gray, and Mrs. Anna Ruth Gray, both of Montrose.
-GEORGE

F. DODGE, JR., Correspondent.

FRED E. NEEF Reports the

Current Events of
Bench and Bar
Proposal That Patent Law Cover Economic IdeasCongressman Fadjo Cravens of Arkansas has introduced a bill
providing for the issuance of "social patents". Under the bill the patent
laws would be extended to include original ideas on social and government techniques. One holding such a patent would be entitled to a
royalty of $750 if any of the ideas so patented were incorporated into
law by the national government or by a state or its subdivisions.
SEC Advocating National Chartering of CorporationsThe underlying purpose of the varied investigations the SEC has
been conducting for the Monopoly Committee is the launching of a
concerted drive in behalf of legislation authorizing the national chartering of corporations. Appearances indicate that a particular objective
will be the federal regulation of the nation's great insurance companies
through the device of national charters.
Business Co-operatesin Providing JurorsA program has been recently launched by the jury commissioner
of Los Angeles, California, to obtain the co-operation of employers in
employees chosen for jury duty without loss of position or pay. Many
of the leading firms have cooperated.
Challenge of Commission's Power to Discipline AttorneyThe right of an administrative board to discipline an attorney as
asserted in the recent amendment to the rules of the Federal Trade Commission is challenged in the current issue of the New York State Bar
Association's Service Letter. The letter asserts that it is extremely doubtful whether the power can be exercised by an administrative board.
Bill Eliminating Practiceby LegislatorsBefore State Boards AdvocatedA bill has been introduced in the New York State Legislature which
would prohibit any of its members from practicing law before any of
the state administrative agencies or bureaus.
Lawyers Consultant List to Be EstablishedAn experienced lawyer service by means of which an attorney
can locate a consultant readily when confronted by a problem in some
new or difficult field of law, is to be established shortly by the Cleveland Bar Association.
The plan is similar to that developed for a whole state by the
Illinois State Bar Association and which has resulted in publication of
a directory of the organization's membership, showing fields of practice
in which various lawyers specialize or have had experience.
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Legal Institutes Scheduled Throughout State
A schedule of Legal Institutes to be held throughout the State
has been planned by the Colorado Bar Association, according to an
announcement made by William E. Hutton of Denver, chairman of the
State Bar Committee on legal institutes. A tentative date in April
has been selected by the Denver Bar Association for an institute on
taxation. The First Judicial District will hold a meeting at Brighton
on March 30th and on April 13th the Pueblo Bar Association will
hold an institute at Pueblo.
An institute will be held at Glenwood Springs about June 22nd,
and a meeting is planned for Alamosa for late spring. The University
of Colorado. is planning two institutes. The first will be on April 27th
and the second on July 20th and 21st.
This is the second year that the state bar has actively sponsored
post legal education clinics. The meetings during the first year were so
highly successful that numerous requests have come to the State Bar to
continue with them.
INSTITUTES TO BE HELD IN BRIGHTON, DENVER, PUEBLO
The first one of the year was held at Greeley, and a full report
of it appears in this issue. According to plans of the Denver Bar, it is
hoped to hold a meeting in Denver about the middle of April dealing
with the subject of taxation. The present program calls for a discussion in the afternoon led by some authority in the field, with a panel
form of discussion in the evening.
The subject of the Brighton institute on March 30 has not been
announced. The Pueblo Bar has already extended special invitations
to members of the bench and bar in the third, fourth, tenth, and eleventh
judicial districts, and a general invitation to all lawyers and judges to
attend its institute to be held in Pueblo on April 13th.
LAW SCHOOL PLANS Two LEGAL CLINICS
The annual Law Day of the University of Colorado Law School
will be held on April 27th at Boulder. Formal announcement of the
speakers and topic of discussion will be made shortly by the school.
A special issue of the Rocky Mountain Law Review will be devoted to
the Law Day discussion, and to bar activities, according to Harlan
Howlett, faculty advisor for the Review.
A two day institute dealing with the subject of taxation will be
held by the University of Colorado on July 20-21 at Boulder according
to an announcement made by Lawrence DeMuth, acting dean of the
Law School. Speakers will include George Bogert, Thomas Reid
Powell, Charles F. Rittenhouse and John MacGuire.
Mr. Bogert will discuss the various tax problems from the standpoint of trusts. He is the author of the standard book on the subject
of trusts.
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The constitutional phases of tax questions will be stated by Mr.
Powell, who is one of the leading constitutional authorities. The accounting phases of tax problems will be discussed by Mr. Rittenhouse,
and Mr. MacGuire will point out the legislative questions which arise
in connection with the levying of taxes.
Further details of the meeting will be announced by the law school
within a few weeks.

Weld County Bar Sponsors Successful Legal Institute
Eighty-six lawyers attended a mid-winter legal. institute held at
Greeley, Colorado, on February 3d, under the auspices of the Weld
County Bar Association in conjunction with the State Bar.
The institute was called to order at 3:00 P. M. by M. E. H.
Smith of Greeley, President of the Weld County Bar Association, and
after a short statement of the purpose of the institute, the meeting was
turned over to Clay R. Apple of Greeley, local chairman of the institute
committee.
Albert J. Gould of Denver was the first speaker on the program.
His subject was: "Practical Current Tax Problems". As usual, Mr.
Gould handled his subject in a very professional and enlightening
manner.
Following Mr. Gould's discourse, the members gathered for an
hour of sociability, and then the dinner, which was served at 6:00
o'clock. At the conclusion of the dinner, Mr. William R. Kelly, President of the Colorado Bar Association introduced the judges, the officers
of the local bar, and state bar associations, and the various guests of the
association which included Clarence 0. Swenson who was present as
an observer from the Wyoming Bar Association.
G. Dexter Blount of Denver, reported on the recent Board of
Governor's meeting of the American Bar Association. He also revealed
that a bid by Colorado for the American Bar Association's convention
in 1941 would be most favorably received if Colorado was interested
in making such a bid.
After introductions were completed, Mortimer Stone of Fort
Collins spoke on the lawyer's place in a changing world. Mr. Stone
topped off an excellent talk with some equally excellent and spontaneous
verse which found some of the members present as the subject matter.
William E. Hutton of Denver, Chairman of the Legal Institutes
Committee of the Colorado Bar Association, then conducted the meeting through to its conclusion. Mr. Hutton commented on the great
success of the Institutes to date, and the eagerness with which the Weld
County Bar conducted the first Institute of the year for the past two
years of its existence. He also announced that many interesting speakers
had volunteered their services for future institutes.
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The final discourse of the evening was given by H. Lawrence
Hinkley of Sterling, whose subject was "Observations of a Probate
Judge."
Judge Hinkley pointed out the many deficiencies in our
probate law, and suggested beneficial changes that might be made to
create a greater conformity to practical needs.
The Institute adjourned promptly at 9:00 P. M.
Members of the Weld County Bar Association's Legal Institute
Committee were: Clay R. Apple, Chairman; Robert G. Smith, and John
W. O'Hagan.

-JOHN

W. O'HAGAN, Correspondent.

Junior Bar Meeting
A district meeting of the members of the Colorado Junior Bar
Conference was held at Greeley, Colorado, in conjunction with the
legal institute.
Present at this meeting were eighteen members of the Conference.
Following a luncheon, William R. Kelly, President of the Colorado Bar Association, talked on the need and the place of young attorneys in bar association work. "The interest and activity of younger
men in bar work is a most encouraging item today," said Mr. Kelly.
"If the profession is to remain a profession, it must withstand encroachments from all sides. It must speak as one voice. It is from the
younger members of the bar that this impetus is anticipated."
Hugh D. Henry of Denver, Chairman of the Colorado Junior Bar
Conference, reviewed the work and aims of the various committees of
the Association, and reported that Colorado had passed its membership
quota set by the National Junior Bar Conference, last September, and
that there were very few younger members of the profession who were
not now associated with the Conference.
J. Quigg Newton, Jr., Chairman of the Public Information and
Speaking Committee, reported on the aims and activities of his committee. Mr. Newton related that the program would consist of the
following: First, selection of volunteers, from the membership, to give
talks to various groups, on public questions, as public spirited men in
public life. All Junior Bar Conference members will be contacted by
letter soliciting their participation. Second, the committee will contact service clubs and other interested organizations, to determine
whether or not they would welcome or invite such speakers at their
meetings. Third, arrangement of a series of talks over the radio, by
transcription and otherwise, dealing with pertinent problems of a public
nature.
The meeting concluded with a spirited discussion on unlawful
practice of the law and minimum fee schedules.
JOHN W.

O'HAGAN, Correspondent.

Supreme Court Decisions
School Districts;Consolidation.No. 14710. Decided February 13, 1940
-Watts et al. v. School District etc. District Court, El Paso
County. Hon. John E. Little, Judge. Reversed. In Department.
HELD:
1. Where it is desired to consolidate two school districts, a petition, addressed to the school directors requesting the submission of the question to the electors, must be signed by one-fifth of
the qualified directors of each of the districts to be affected.
2. Where a proper petition is filed, the question of consolidation
must be submitted to an electors' meeting within thirty days thereafter,
and such prior notices of the meeting as may be required by law must be
posted in time to permit the meeting to be held before the expiration
of thirty days after the petition is filed.
Opinion by Mr. Justice Knous. Mr. Chief Justice Hilliard and
Mr. Justice Bock concur.

Joint Tenancy; Personal Property; Statutes; Assignment of Stock Certificates in Blank; Transfer Agent. No. 14693. Decided January 1,
1940. Eisenhardt,etc. v. Lowell, etc. County Court, Denver. Hon.
C. Edgar Kettering, Judge. Affirmed. En Banc.
HELD:
1. The statutes (Chap. 186, S. L. 1937; Chap. 87,
S. L. 1939) can, in no event, have application to a situation where the
alleged survivorship already had occurred at the time of the passage of
the acts.
2. Notwithstanding the presumption against joint estates, it
is well settled in Colorado that independently of statutory authorization, joint tenancies, with incident of survivorship, may obtain as to
personal property.

3.
The words "as joint tenants with right of survivorship and
not as tenants in common" amply proclaims a joint tenancy and upon
their face, the certificates of stock must be considered as accomplishing
that result.
4. It is not necessary that both of the joint tenants know of the
existence of the joint tenancy arrangement.
5.
It is immaterial that the blanks in the assignment were left
blank when the owner of the certificates affixed his signature to the assignment, as a result of which new certificates' were issued to him and
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his wife in joint tenancy. Nor is it material that the transfer agent
neither saw him sign nor had personal direction from him as to the
identity of the'transferees or the tenure by which they were to hold.
6. Where there is no evidence of fraud, undue influence or mental
deficiency, the unequivocal declarations of the new certificates (in joint
tenancy) are taken as prima facie disclosing the apparent intention of
original owner to create a joint estate.
7. The contention of the creditor of the estate of decedent that
the alleged joint tenure must fail because there was no delivery to the
wife of the new certificates, which after their issuance and until the husband's death, appear to have remained in his possession, is not to be
adopted.
8. Although the personalty originally belonged to the decedent,
and there is no claim of a valuable consideration for the creation of the
joint estate, the right of the survivor to the property is established if
there was a clear intent to create a condition embracing the essential
elements of a joint estate, and this is so although there was no actual
delivery to the survivor until after the death of donor.
Opinion by Mr. Justice Knous.

Disbarment. No. 14097. Decided February 5, 1940-People ex rel.
Attorney General v. Laska. Original Proceedings in Disbarment.
Respondent disbarred. En Banc.
HELD: 1. Where an attorney was indicted, tried and convicted,
under a federal criminal statute; and where the conviction is sustained
by the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals, and the Supreme Court of the
U. S. denies certiorari; and where it is found by the state court that
he had been accorded a fair trial in the federal court, and that his guilt
had been there fairly and legally established, it is no defense to disbarment proceedings that the state has no statute forbidding the acts on
which he was convicted in the federal court.
2. "In a proceeding of this kind the ultimate question is whether
the attorney charged has shown himself an unfit person to longer be
entrusted with the privileges and prerogatives of his profession and to
further serve as an officer of the court."
3. "Where conviction and sentence occur in another jurisdiction,
for the violation of a statute thereof, the rule that all presumptions favor
the judgment still holds."
4. "He who asserts a miscarriage of justice has the burden of
establishing it."
Opinion by Mr. Justice Burke. Mr. Chief Justice Hilliard dissents.
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Estates; Claims; Appeal. No. 14622. Decided February 5, 1940-In
re Estate of Huling. Huling v. Feddersen, etc. District Court, Denver. Hon. Joseph J. Walsh, Judge. Affirmed. In Department.
HELD: 1. An administrator has the right of appeal to the district court from a judgment of the county court allowing a claim against
the estate of the decedent which he represents.
2. Such right is not limited to cases where the estate is insolvent.
3. It is only where the administrator has no interests to protect
in his representative capacity that he may not appeal.
Opinion by Mr. Justice Knous. Mr. Justice Bouck and Mr. Justice Young concur.

New Map Company to Furnish Title Abstract Plats
Announcement is made of the organization of The Abstract Map
Co., under the management of Herbert W. Prouty, for the purpose of
furnishing plats for abstracts of title in Denver, Adams, Arapahoe and
Jefferson counties.
A complete land record system has been set up in the offices of the
company and the plats will show the following:
1. The entire legal history of the property from time of
issuance of government patent, including all vacations, condemnations, etc., of streets and alleys.
2. Data in picture form concerning the property, including the size of lots, streets and alleys and location in the block.
The cost is nominal, from $1.53 and up, amounting practically to
the cost of an entry on the abstract.
The plats will be extremely helpful to attorneys and title examiners
and can be ordered by telephoning KEystone 7650.
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A LAWYER'S VIEWPOINT
The following excerpt is taken from an address
before a meeting of the American Bankers Associ.
ation by Mr. John H. Freeman of the law firm of
Fulbright, Crooker and Freeman, of Houston,
Texas, on the subject:

ADVANTAGES OF
THE CORPORATE EXECUTOR
AND TRUSTEE
"Experience is peculiarly an attribute of the corporate trustee and
executor and one of extreme importance. No need here for elabora.
reports,
tion, nor for detail. What to do, when to do it, how to do it,collecting
what to pay, insurance,
taxes, whom to pay, when to pay,
assets, probate requirements, transfer requirements, recording, lending,
borrowing, selling, repairing-these are just a start of a long and ever.
lengthening list of things to do or, maybe, refuse to do in any given
estate.
"By experience the corporate trustee knows what to do-and again
by experience it knows how best to do it economically, promptly, to
advantage. The modern corporate trustee has precedent to guide it in
almost every move; it does not have to pioneer, to feel its way carefully over an unfamiliar course-it has been that way before and for
it the course is mapped."

Each of the institutions named below acts
as Executor and Trustee:
THE DENVER NATIONAL BANK
THE INTERNATIONAL TRUST COMPANY
THE UNITED STATES NATIONAL BANK
THE AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK
THE COLORADO NATIONAL BANK
Members of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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